
TALKING WITH TEENS 
Dear Karen, 

My boyfriend and I are having a dispute about our 
one year old son watching TV. Sometimes I put on a 
"baby" video which is suppose to teach him things like 
sharing and language. Other times I put on cartoons. 
While the TV is on I can get my housework done. My 
boyfriend doesn't think our son should watch TV at all. 
What do you think? 

Julie, age 19 
Dear Julie, 

There's always so much to think about while raising a 
child. You are asking for another opinion. Good for you! 

I agree with your boyfriend and here are some reasons 
for you to consider. Babies watching TV can experience 
harmful effects. The American Academy of Pediatrics issued 
a statement recommending that babies shouldn't be exposed 
to TV at all until age two! They report that even the tamest 
of shows can promote subtle physical and behavioral 
problems. 

Let me explain further. When babies are born, they learn 
about their world through their senses. Television is full of 
overwhelming sounds and flashing colors. Babies need 
human interaction and gentle touch. Instead of switching on 
a program, provide quiet and calm time snuggling with your 
baby, or have him lie on a blanket to watch his environment. 

Some experts feel that the poor sound quality coming 
from TV may actually impair babies hearing. Others add 
that while watching TV babies aren't getting vital eye 
exercise. While staring at the flat, two-dimensional screen 
babies are pulled away from three dimensional learning 
activities such as manipulating blocks or mouthing toys. 

In terms of TV enhancing language development, babies 
under two "tune" out most of the words they hear from TV. 
They learn language by interacting with real live people. 

Perhaps the biggest reason babies shouldn't be exposed 
to watching television is that it promotes long-term 
dependence on it. Children crave TV because it engages 
their attention so completely. They get use to being 
entertained. Their imagination goes dormant. Long term 
it can lead to a sedentary lifestyle. 

As for cleaning your home, perhaps you could share 
the responsibility with your boyfriend or wait until your 
son is sound asleep. 

Karen Michelson, LICSW 
Program Coordinator 
TEENS WITH TOTS 


